More than 25% of the U.S. population aged ≥65 years has diabetes ([@B1]), and the aging of the overall population is a significant driver of the diabetes epidemic. Although the burden of diabetes is often described in terms of its impact on working-age adults, diabetes in older adults is linked to higher mortality, reduced functional status, and increased risk of institutionalization ([@B2]). Older adults with diabetes are at substantial risk for both acute and chronic microvascular and cardiovascular complications of the disease.

Despite having the highest prevalence of diabetes of any age-group, older persons and/or those with multiple comorbidities have often been excluded from randomized controlled trials of treatments---and treatment targets---for diabetes and its associated conditions. Heterogeneity of health status of older adults (even within an age range) and the dearth of evidence from clinical trials present challenges to determining standard intervention strategies that fit all older adults. To address these issues, the American Diabetes Association (ADA) convened a Consensus Development Conference on Diabetes and Older Adults (defined as those aged ≥65 years) in February 2012. Following a series of scientific presentations by experts in the field, the writing group independently developed this consensus report to address the following questions:What is the epidemiology and pathogenesis of diabetes in older adults?What is the evidence for preventing and treating diabetes and its common comorbidities in older adults?What current guidelines exist for treating diabetes in older adults?What issues need to be considered in individualizing treatment recommendations for older adults?What are consensus recommendations for treating older adults with or at risk for diabetes?How can gaps in the evidence best be filled?

What is the epidemiology and pathogenesis of diabetes in older adults? {#s1}
======================================================================

According to the most recent surveillance data, the prevalence of diabetes among U.S. adults aged ≥65 years varies from 22 to 33%, depending on the diagnostic criteria used. Postprandial hyperglycemia is a prominent characteristic of type 2 diabetes in older adults ([@B3],[@B4]), contributing to observed differences in prevalence depending on which diagnostic test is used ([@B5]). Using the A1C or fasting plasma glucose (FPG) diagnostic criteria, as is currently done for national surveillance, one-third of older adults with diabetes are undiagnosed ([@B1]).

The epidemic of type 2 diabetes is clearly linked to increasing rates of overweight and obesity in the U.S. population, but projections by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) suggest that even if diabetes incidence rates level off, the prevalence of diabetes will double in the next 20 years, in part due to the aging of the population ([@B6]). Other projections suggest that the number of cases of diagnosed diabetes in those aged ≥65 years will increase by 4.5-fold (compared to 3-fold in the total population) between 2005 and 2050 ([@B7]).

The incidence of diabetes increases with age until about age 65 years, after which both incidence and prevalence seem to level off ([www.cdc.gov/diabetes/statistics](http://www.cdc.gov/diabetes/statistics)). As a result, older adults with diabetes may either have incident disease (diagnosed after age 65 years) or long-standing diabetes with onset in middle age or earlier. Demographic and clinical characteristics of these two groups differ in a number of ways, adding to the complexity of making generalized treatment recommendations for older patients with diabetes. Older-age--onset diabetes is more common in non-Hispanic whites and is characterized by lower mean A1C and lower likelihood of insulin use than is middle-age--onset diabetes. Although a history of retinopathy is significantly more common in older adults with middle-age--onset diabetes than those with older-age onset, there is, interestingly, no difference in prevalence of cardiovascular disease (CVD) or peripheral neuropathy by age of onset ([@B8]).

Older adults with diabetes have the highest rates of major lower-extremity amputation ([@B9]), myocardial infarction (MI), visual impairment, and end-stage renal disease of any age-group. Those aged ≥75 years have higher rates than those aged 65--74 years for most complications. Deaths from hyperglycemic crises also are significantly higher in older adults (although rates have declined markedly in the past 2 decades). Those aged ≥75 years also have double the rate of emergency department visits for hypoglycemia than the general population with diabetes ([@B10]).

Although increasing numbers of individuals with type 1 diabetes are living into old age ([@B11]), this discussion of pathophysiology concerns type 2 diabetes---overwhelmingly the most common incident and prevalent type in older age-groups. Older adults are at high risk for the development of type 2 diabetes due to the combined effects of increasing insulin resistance and impaired pancreatic islet function with aging. Age-related insulin resistance appears to be primarily associated with adiposity, sarcopenia, and physical inactivity ([@B12]), which may partially explain the disproportionate success of the intensive lifestyle intervention in older participants in the Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP) ([@B13]). However, age-related declines of pancreatic islet function ([@B4],[@B14]) and islet proliferative capacity ([@B15],[@B16]) have previously been described.

What is the evidence for preventing and treating diabetes and its common comorbidities in older adults? {#s2}
=======================================================================================================

Screening for diabetes and prediabetes {#s3}
--------------------------------------

Older adults are at high risk for both diabetes and prediabetes, with surveillance data suggesting that half of older adults have the latter ([@B1]). The ADA recommends that overweight adults with risk factors---and all adults aged ≥45 years---be screened in the clinical setting every 1--3 years using either an FPG test, A1C, or oral glucose tolerance test. The recommendations are based on substantial indirect evidence for the benefits of early treatment of type 2 diabetes, the fact that type 2 diabetes is typically present for years before clinical diagnosis, and the evidence that signs of complications are prevalent in "newly diagnosed" patients ([@B17]).

The benefits of identification of prediabetes and asymptomatic type 2 diabetes in older adults depend on whether primary or secondary preventive interventions would likely be effective and on the anticipated timeframe of the benefit of interventions versus the patient's life expectancy. Most would agree that a functional and generally healthy 66-year-old individual should be offered diabetes screening since interventions to prevent type 2 diabetes or the complications of type 2 diabetes would likely be beneficial given the presumption of decades of remaining life. Most would also agree that finding prediabetes or early type 2 diabetes in a 95-year-old individual with advanced dementia would be unlikely to provide benefit.

Prevention or delay of type 2 diabetes {#s4}
--------------------------------------

Numerous clinical trials have shown that in high-risk subjects (particularly those with impaired glucose tolerance), type 2 diabetes can be prevented or delayed by lifestyle interventions or by various classes of medications. These trials primarily enrolled middle-aged participants. In the DPP, which is the largest trial to date, ∼20% of participants were aged ≥60 years at enrollment. These participants seemed to have more efficacy from the lifestyle intervention than younger participants, but did not appear to benefit from metformin ([@B13],[@B18]). Follow-up of the DPP cohort for 10 years after randomization showed ongoing greater impact of the original lifestyle intervention in older participants (49% risk reduction in those aged ≥60 years at randomization vs. 34% for the total cohort) ([@B19]) and additional benefits of the lifestyle intervention that might impact older adults, such as reduction in urinary incontinence ([@B20]), improvement in several quality-of-life domains ([@B21]), and improvements in cardiovascular risk factors ([@B22]). Although these results suggest that diabetes prevention through lifestyle intervention be pursued in relatively healthy older adults, the DPP did not enroll significant numbers over the age of 70 years or those with functional or cognitive impairments. Preventive strategies that can be efficiently implemented in clinical settings and in the community have been developed and evaluated ([@B23]), but as yet there has been little focus on older adults in these translational studies.

Interventions to treat diabetes {#s5}
-------------------------------

### Glycemic control. {#s6}

A limited number of randomized clinical trials in type 2 diabetes form the basis of our current understanding of the effects of glucose lowering on microvascular complications, cardiovascular complications, and mortality. While these trials have provided invaluable data and insights, they were not designed to evaluate the health effects of glucose control in patients aged ≥75 years or in older adults with poor health status. There are essentially no directly applicable clinical trial data on glucose control for large segments of the older diabetic patient population.

The UK Prospective Diabetes Study (UKPDS), which provided valuable evidence of the benefits of glycemic control on microvascular complications, enrolled middle-aged patients with newly diagnosed type 2 diabetes, excluding those aged ≥65 years at the time of enrollment ([@B24],[@B25]). Microvascular benefits persisted during the post-trial follow-up period, and statistically significant reductions in both mortality and MIs emerged, referred to as the "legacy effect" of early glycemic control ([@B26]).

After the publication of the main UKPDS results, three major randomized controlled trials (the Action to Control Cardiovascular Risk in Diabetes \[ACCORD\] trial, the Action in Diabetes and Vascular Disease: Preterax and Diamicron MR Controlled Evaluation \[ADVANCE\] trial, and the Veterans Affairs Diabetes Trial \[VADT\]) were designed to specifically examine the role of glycemic control in preventing CVD events in middle-aged and older patients with type 2 diabetes. The trials enrolled patients at significantly higher cardiovascular risk than did the UKPDS, with each having a substantial proportion of participants with a prior cardiovascular event, mean age at enrollment in the 60s, and established diabetes (8--11 years). Each of these trials aimed, in the intensive glycemic control arm, to reduce glucose levels to near-normal levels (A1C \<6.0 or \<6.5%).

The glucose control portion of the ACCORD trial was terminated after approximately 3 years because of excessive deaths in the intensive glucose control arm ([@B27]). The primary combined outcome of MI, stroke, and cardiovascular death was not significantly reduced. Prespecified subgroup analyses suggested that the disproportionate cardiovascular mortality risk in the intensive glycemic control group was in participants under the age of 65 years as opposed to older participants. However, hypoglycemia and other adverse effects of treatment were more common in older participants ([@B28]).

The ADVANCE trial did not demonstrate excessive deaths attributable to intensive glucose control during a median follow-up of 5 years. While there were no statistically significant cardiovascular benefits, there was a significant reduction in the incidence of nephropathy. In prespecified subgroup analysis of age \< or ≥65 years, there was no difference between age-groups for the primary outcome ([@B29]).

Over 5 years of follow-up, the VADT found no statistically significant effect of intensive glucose control on major cardiovascular events or death, but it did find significant reductions in onset and progression of albuminuria ([@B30]). The trial did not have prespecified subgroup analyses by age. Post hoc analyses suggested that mortality in the intensive versus standard glycemic control arm was related to duration of diabetes at the time of study enrollment. Those with diabetes duration less than 15 years had a mortality benefit in the intensive arm, while those with duration of 20 years or more had higher mortality in the intensive arm ([@B31]).

These three trials add to the uncertainty regarding the benefits and risks of more intensive treatment of hyperglycemia in older adults. An ADA position statement surmised that the combination of the UKPDS follow-up study and subset analyses of the later trials ''... suggest the hypothesis that patients with shorter duration of type 2 diabetes and without established atherosclerosis might reap cardiovascular benefit from intensive glycemic control, \[while\] ... potential risks of intensive glycemic control may outweigh its benefits in other patients, such as those with a very long duration of diabetes, known history of severe hypoglycemia, advanced atherosclerosis, and advanced age/frailty" ([@B32]).

Recently, a Japanese trial reported results of a multifactorial intervention versus standard care in about 1,000 patients aged ≥65 years (mean age 72 years). After 6 years, no differences in mortality or cardiovascular events were found, but the intervention's effect on glycemia was minimal and the number of events was low ([@B33]).

Since randomized controlled trials have not included many older patients typical of those in general practice, it is instructive to observe the relationship between glycemic control and complications in general populations of older diabetic patients. A study from the U.K. General Practice Research Database showed that for type 2 diabetic patients aged ≥50 years (mean age 64 years) whose treatment was intensified from oral monotherapy to addition of other oral agents or insulin, there was a U-shaped association between A1C and mortality, with the lowest hazard ratio for death at an A1C of about 7.5%. Low and high mean A1C values were associated with increased all-cause mortality and cardiac events ([@B34]). A retrospective cohort study of 71,092 patients with type 2 diabetes aged ≥60 years evaluated the relationships between baseline A1C and subsequent outcomes (acute nonfatal metabolic, microvascular, and cardiovascular events and mortality). As in the prior study, mortality had a U-shaped relationship with A1C. Compared to risk with A1C \<6.0%, mortality risk was lower for A1C between 6.0 and 9.0% and higher at A1C ≥11.0%. Risk of any end point (complication or death) became significantly higher at A1C ≥8.0%. Patterns were generally consistent across age-groups (60--69, 70--79, and ≥80 years) ([@B35]).

Diabetes is associated with increased risk of multiple coexisting medical conditions in older adults ranging from CVD to cancer and potentially impacting treatment decisions, such as whether stringent glycemic control would be of net benefit ([@B36],[@B37]). A 5-year longitudinal, observational study of Italian patients with type 2 diabetes categorized patients into subgroups of high (mean age 64.3 years \[SD 9.5\]) and low-to-moderate comorbidity (mean age 61.7 years \[SD 10.5\]) using a validated patient-reported measure of comorbidity. Having an A1C of ≤6.5 or \<7% at baseline was associated with lower 5-year incidence of cardiovascular events in the low-to-moderate comorbidity subgroup, but not in the high comorbidity subgroup, suggesting that patients with high levels of comorbidity may not receive cardiovascular benefit from intensive blood glucose control ([@B38]).

### Lipid lowering. {#s7}

There are no large trials of lipid-lowering interventions specifically in older adults with diabetes. Benefits have been extrapolated from trials of older adults that include but are not limited to those with diabetes and trials of people with diabetes including but not limited to older adults. A statin study in older adults (participants aged 70--82 years) found a 15% reduction in coronary artery disease events with pravastatin ([@B39],[@B40]). A meta-analysis of 18,686 people with diabetes in 14 trials of statin therapy for primary prevention showed similar 20% relative reductions in major adverse vascular outcomes in those under compared with those over age 65 years ([@B41]). Statin trials for secondary prevention of CVD in adults with diabetes have also demonstrated comparable relative reductions in recurrent cardiovascular events and mortality by age-group ([@B42]). Since older patients are at higher risk, absolute risk reductions with statin therapy would be greater in older patients. Cardiovascular prevention with statins, especially secondary benefit, emerges fairly quickly (within 1--2 years), suggesting that statins may be indicated in nearly all older adults with diabetes except those with very limited life expectancy.

The evidence for reduction in major cardiovascular end points with drugs other than statins is limited in any age-group. The ACCORD lipid trial found no benefit of adding fenofibrate to statin therapy ([@B43]), and post hoc analyses suggested that the negative results applied to both those under and those over age 65 years (M. Miller, personal communication). Subgroup analyses of the Fenofibrate Intervention and Event Lowering in Diabetes (FIELD) study, which suggested some benefit of fenofibrate in people with type 2 diabetes, suggested no benefit in those aged ≥65 years ([@B44]).

### Blood pressure control. {#s8}

Multiple trials have investigated the role of treatment of hypertension to reduce the risk of cardiovascular events ([@B17]). Benefit for older adults with diabetes has been inferred from the trials of older adults including but not limited to those with diabetes and from the trials of middle- and older-aged adults with diabetes ([@B42]). There is consistent evidence that lowering blood pressure from very high levels (e.g., systolic blood pressure \[SBP\] 170 mmHg) to moderate targets (e.g., SBP 150 mmHg) reduces cardiovascular risk in older adults with diabetes. Selected trials have shown benefit with targets progressively lower, down to SBP \<140 mmHg and diastolic blood pressure (DBP) \<80 mmHg ([@B45]). The ACCORD-BP trial showed no benefit on the primary outcome (major adverse cardiovascular events) of SBP targets \<120 mmHg compared with \<140 mmHg, but found a significant reduction in stroke, a secondary outcome ([@B46]). Subgroup analyses of those aged \< versus ≥65 years suggested that the stroke benefit may have been limited to the older cohort (M. Miller, personal communication).

Observational analyses of other trial cohorts suggest no benefit to SBP targets more aggressive than \<140 mmHg and that low DBP may be a risk factor for mortality in older adults. A post hoc analysis of the cohort of participants with diabetes in the International Verapamil SR-Trandolapril Study (INVEST), whose mean age was ∼65 years, showed that achieved SBP under 130 mmHg was not associated with improved cardiovascular outcomes compared with SBP under 140 mmHg ([@B47]). This report validated SBP control under 140 mmHg, as death and cardiovascular events were more likely in subjects whose SBP was over 140 mmHg. A post hoc analysis of the VADT (in which the goal blood pressure was \<130/80 mmHg) similarly showed that those whose SBP was ≥140 mmHg had increased mortality, while those at \<105 mmHg, 105--129 mmHg, and 130--139 mmHg had equally low mortality rates. For DBP, achieved values \<70 mmHg were associated with higher mortality, while those of 70--79 mmHg or \>80 mmHg were equally low ([@B48]).

### Aspirin. {#s9}

In populations without diabetes, the greatest absolute benefit of aspirin therapy (75--162 mg) is for individuals with a 10-year risk of coronary heart disease of 10% or greater ([@B49]). The increased cardiovascular risk posed by diabetes and aging and the known benefits of aspirin for secondary prevention suggest that, in the absence of contraindications, this therapy should be offered to virtually all older adults with diabetes and known CVD. However, the benefits of aspirin for primary prevention of CVD events have not been thoroughly elucidated in older adults with diabetes and must be balanced against risk of adverse events such as bleeding. A randomized study of Japanese individuals with diabetes but no CVD history demonstrated no significant benefit of aspirin on the composite primary outcome, but a subgroup analysis of subjects aged ≥65 years demonstrated a significantly lower risk of the primary end point with aspirin ([@B50]).

The incidence of gastrointestinal bleeding with the use of aspirin has not been directly compared in older- versus middle-aged adults, but in separate studies the rates were higher (1--10 per 1,000 annually) for older adults ([@B51]) than those for middle-aged adults (3 per 10,000 annually) ([@B49]). More recently, the greater risk of major gastrointestinal or intracerebral bleeding in older adults who use aspirin was suggested by an observational analysis, but diabetes per se was not associated with increased bleeding with aspirin ([@B52]). In light of the probable higher risk of bleeding with age, the benefit of aspirin therapy in older adults with diabetes is likely strongest for those with high cardiovascular risk and low risk of bleeding. Unfortunately, the risk factors for these outcomes tend to overlap. When aspirin is initiated, the use of agents such as proton pump inhibitors to protect against gastrointestinal bleeding may be warranted ([@B53]). Further evidence is needed to confirm a clear role of aspirin for primary prevention of cardiovascular events in older adults with diabetes.

Screening for chronic diabetes complications {#s10}
--------------------------------------------

The screening and interventions for chronic diabetes complications recommended by the ADA have a strong evidence base and are cost-effective ([@B54]). However, as is the case for many diabetes interventions, the underlying evidence generally comes from studies of younger adults. When considering chronic complications, the issues of incident versus prevalent diabetes and diabetes heterogeneity again need to be raised. Some older adults have long-standing diabetes with associated microvascular and macrovascular complications. Others have newly diagnosed diabetes with evidence of complications (on screening tests) at initial presentation, while still others have newly diagnosed diabetes without evidence of complications. For relatively healthy older adults with long life expectancy, following the screening recommendations for all adults with diabetes is reasonable. For very old patients and/or those with multiple comorbidities and short life expectancy, it is prudent to weigh the expected benefit time frame of identifying early signs of complications and intervening to prevent worsening to end-stage disease. For the latter group, particular attention should be paid to screening for risk factors of complications that might further impair functional status or quality of life over a relatively short period of time, such as foot ulcers/amputations and visual impairment. Considerations in clinical decision making should also include prior test results. For example, there is evidence, including in the older adult population, that dilated eye examinations that are initially normal can safely be repeated every 2--3 years instead of yearly ([@B55]).

What current guidelines exist for treating diabetes in older adults? {#s11}
====================================================================

Several organizations have developed diabetes guidelines specific to, or including, older adults. The ADA includes a section on older adults in its annual Standards of Medical Care in Diabetes ([@B17]). The section discusses the heterogeneity of persons aged ≥65 years and the lack of high-level evidence. The overall recommendations, all based on expert opinion, include the following:Older adults who are functional, are cognitively intact, and have significant life expectancy should receive diabetes care using goals developed for younger adults.Glycemic goals for older adults not meeting the above criteria may be relaxed using individualized criteria, but hyperglycemia leading to symptoms or risk of acute hyperglycemic complications should be avoided in all patients.Other cardiovascular risk factors should be treated in older adults with consideration of the timeframe of benefit and the individual patient. Treatment of hypertension is indicated in virtually all older adults, and lipid and aspirin therapy may benefit those with life expectancy at least equal to the timeframe of primary or secondary prevention trials.Screening for diabetes complications should be individualized in older adults, but particular attention should be paid to complications that would lead to functional impairment.

The ADA goals for glycemic control do not specifically mention age. The recommendation for many adults is an A1C \<7%, but less stringent goals are recommended for those with limited life expectancy, advanced diabetes complications, or extensive comorbid conditions ([@B17]).

In collaboration with the ADA and other medical organizations, the California HealthCare Foundation/American Geriatrics Society panel published guidelines for improving the care of older adults with diabetes in 2003. A significant proportion of the recommendations concerns geriatric syndromes. Highlights of diabetes-specific recommendations include A1C targets of ≤7.0% in "relatively healthy adults," while for those who are frail or with life expectancy less than 5 years, a less stringent target, such as 8%, was considered appropriate. The guidelines also suggested that the timeline of benefits was estimated to be at least 8 years for glycemic control and 2--3 years for blood pressure and lipid control ([@B2]).

The U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs and the U.S. Department of Defense (VA/DOD) diabetes guidelines were updated in 2010. As with other guidelines, the VA/DOD guidelines do not distinguish by age-group. They highlight the frequency of comorbid conditions in patients with diabetes and stratify glycemic goals based on comorbidity and life expectancy. For glycemic goals, for example, the guidelines have three categories:The patient with either none or very mild microvascular complications of diabetes, who is free of major concurrent illnesses and who has a life expectancy of at least 10--15 years, should have an A1C target of \<7%, if it can be achieved without risk.The patient with longer-duration diabetes (more than 10 years) or with comorbid conditions and who requires a combination medication regimen including insulin should have an A1C target of \<8%.The patient with advanced microvascular complications and/or major comorbid illness and/or a life expectancy of less than 5 years is unlikely to benefit from aggressive glucose-lowering management and should have an A1C target of 8--9%. Lower targets (\<8%) can be established on an individual basis ([@B56]).

The European Diabetes Working Party for Older People recently published guidelines for treating people with diabetes aged ≥70 years. These extensive guidelines recommend that "the decision to offer treatment should be based on the likely benefit/risk ratio of the intervention for the individual concerned, but factors such as vulnerability to hypoglycemia, ability to self-manage, the presence or absence of other pathologies, the cognitive status, and life expectancy must be considered" ([@B57]). There are recommendations to carry out annual evaluations of functional status (global/physical, cognitive, affective) using validated instruments to avoid the use of glyburide due to its high risk of hypoglycemia in this population and to calculate cardiovascular risk in all patients less than 85 years of age. Suggested A1C targets are based on age and comorbidity. A range of 7--7.5% is suggested for older patients with type 2 diabetes without major comorbidities and 7.6--8.5% for frail patients (dependent, multisystem disease, home care residency including those with dementia) where the hypoglycemia risk may be high and the likelihood of benefit relatively low.

Extensive review of the guidelines is beyond the scope of this report, but there are similar themes, which suggest pursuing an individualized approach with a focus on clinical and functional heterogeneity and comorbidities, and weighing the expected time frame of benefit of interventions against life expectancy.

What issues need to be considered in individualizing treatment recommendations for older adults? {#s12}
================================================================================================

Comorbidities and geriatric syndromes {#s13}
-------------------------------------

Diabetes is associated with increased risk of multiple coexisting medical conditions in older adults. In addition to the classic cardiovascular and microvascular diseases, a group of conditions termed geriatric syndromes, described below, also occur at higher frequency in older adults with diabetes and may affect self-care abilities and health outcomes including quality of life ([@B58]).

### Cognitive dysfunction. {#s14}

Alzheimer's-type and multi-infarct dementia are approximately twice as likely to occur in those with diabetes compared with age-matched nondiabetic control subjects ([@B59]). The presentation of cognitive dysfunction can vary from subtle executive dysfunction to overt dementia and memory loss. In the ACCORD trial, for which referred participants were felt to be capable of adhering to a very complex protocol, 20% of those in the ancillary trial of cognition were found to have undiagnosed cognitive dysfunction at baseline (J. Williamson, personal communication) ([@B60]). In this trial, neither intensive glycemic control nor blood pressure control to a target SBP \<120 mmHg was shown to prevent a decline in brain function ([@B61]). Cross-sectional studies have shown an association between hyperglycemia and cognitive dysfunction ([@B62]). Hypoglycemia is linked to cognitive dysfunction in a bidirectional fashion: cognitive impairment increases the subsequent risk of hypoglycemia ([@B60]), and a history of severe hypoglycemia is linked to the incidence of dementia ([@B63]).

High rates of unidentified cognitive deficits in older adults suggest that it is important to periodically screen for cognitive dysfunction. Simple assessment tools can be accessed at [www.hospitalmedicine.org/geriresource/toolbox/howto.htm](http://www.hospitalmedicine.org/geriresource/toolbox/howto.htm). Such dysfunction makes it difficult for patients to perform complex self-care tasks such as glucose monitoring, changing insulin doses, or appropriately maintaining timing and content of diet. In older patients with cognitive dysfunction, regimens should be simplified, caregivers involved, and the occurrence of hypoglycemia carefully assessed.

### Functional impairment. {#s15}

Aging and diabetes are both risk factors for functional impairment. After controlling for age, people with diabetes are less physically active and have more functional impairment than those without diabetes ([@B64],[@B65]). The etiology of functional impairment in diabetes may include interaction between coexisting medical conditions, peripheral neuropathy, vision and hearing difficulty, and gait and balance problems. Peripheral neuropathy, present in 50--70% of older patients with diabetes, increases the risk of postural instability, balance problems, and muscle atrophy ([@B66]--[@B68]), limiting physical activity and increasing the risk of falls. Other medical conditions that commonly accompany diabetes such as coronary artery disease, obesity, degenerative joint disease, stroke, depression, and visual impairment also negatively impact physical activity and functionality ([@B69]).

### Falls and fractures. {#s16}

Normal aging and diabetes, and the conditions described above that impair functionality, are associated with the higher risk of falls and fractures ([@B70],[@B71]). Women with diabetes have a higher risk of hip and proximal humeral fractures after adjustment for age, BMI, and bone density ([@B71]). It is important to assess fall risks and perform functional assessment periodically in older adults ([@B72]). Avoidance of severe hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia can decrease the risk of falls. Physical therapy should be encouraged in patients who are at high risk or who have experienced a recent fall. Medicare may cover physical therapy for a limited time in some of these situations.

### Polypharmacy. {#s17}

Older adults with diabetes are at high risk of polypharmacy, increasing the risk of drug side effects and drug-to-drug interactions. A challenge in treating type 2 diabetes is that polypharmacy may be intentional and necessary to control related comorbidities and reduce the risk of diabetes complications ([@B73],[@B74]). In one study, polypharmacy (defined as the use of six or more prescription medications) was associated with an increased risk of falling in older people ([@B75]). The costs of multiple medications can be substantial, especially when older patients fall into the "doughnut hole" of Medicare Part D coverage. Medication reconciliation, ongoing assessment of the indications for each medication, and the assessment of medication adherence and barriers are needed at each visit.

### Depression. {#s18}

Diabetes is associated with a high prevalence of depression ([@B76]). Untreated depression can lead to difficulty with self-care and with implementing healthier lifestyle choices ([@B77]) and is associated with a higher risk of mortality and dementia in patients with diabetes ([@B78],[@B79]). In older adults, depression may remain undiagnosed if screening is not performed. Clinical tools such as the Geriatric Depression Scale ([@B80]) can be used to periodically screen older patients with diabetes.

### Vision and hearing impairment. {#s19}

Sensory impairments should be considered when educating older adults and supporting their self-care. Nearly one in five older U.S. adults with diabetes report visual impairment ([@B81]). Hearing impairment involving both high- and low/mid-frequency sound is about twice as prevalent in people with diabetes, even after controlling for age ([@B82]) and may be linked to both vascular disease and neuropathy ([@B83]).

### Other commonly occurring medical conditions. {#s20}

Persistent pain from neuropathy or other causes or its inadequate treatment is associated with adverse outcomes in older adults including functional impairment, falls, slow rehabilitation, depression and anxiety, decreased socialization, sleep and appetite disturbances, and higher health care costs and utilization ([@B2]). Pain should be assessed at every visit in older patients with the implementation of strategies for amelioration of pain. Urinary incontinence is common in older patients, especially women, with diabetes. In addition to standard assessments and treatments for incontinence, clinicians should remember that uncontrolled hyperglycemia can increase the amount and frequency of urination.

Unique nutrition issues {#s21}
-----------------------

Nutrition is an integral part of diabetes care for all ages, but there are additional considerations for older adults with diabetes. Though energy needs decline with age, macronutrient needs are similar throughout adulthood. Meeting micronutrient needs with lower caloric intake is challenging; therefore older adults with diabetes are at higher risk for deficiencies. Older adults may be at risk for undernutrition due to anorexia, altered taste and smell, swallowing difficulties, oral/dental issues, and functional impairments leading to difficulties in preparing or consuming food. Overly restrictive eating patterns, either self-imposed or provider-directed, may contribute additional risk for older adults with diabetes. The Mini-Nutritional Assessment, specifically designed for older adults, is simple to perform and may help determine whether referral to a registered dietitian for medical nutrition therapy (MNT) is needed (<http://www.mna-elderly.com/>).

MNT has proven to be beneficial in older adults with diabetes ([@B84]). Recommendations should take into account the patient's culture, preferences, and personal goals and abilities. When nutrition needs are not being met with usual intake, additional interventions may include encouraging smaller more frequent meals, fortifying usual foods, changing food texture, or adding liquid nutrition supplements (either regular or diabetes-specific formulas) between meals. For nutritionally vulnerable older adults, identifying community resources such as Meals on Wheels, senior centers, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Older Americans Nutrition Program may help maintain independent living status.

Overweight and obesity are prevalent among older adults. BMI may not be an accurate predictor of the degree of adiposity in some older adults due to changes in body composition with aging ([@B85]). Sarcopenia may occur in both over- and underweight older adults. Obesity exacerbates decline in physical function due to aging and increases the risk of frailty ([@B86]). While unintentional weight loss is a known nutrition concern, intentional weight loss in overweight and obese older adults could potentially worsen sarcopenia, bone mineral density, and nutrition deficits ([@B87],[@B88]). Strategies that combine physical activity with nutrition therapy to promote weight loss may result in improved physical performance and function and reduced cardiometabolic risk in older adults ([@B86],[@B87]).

Unique needs in diabetes self-management education/training and support {#s22}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

As with all persons with diabetes, diabetes self-management education/training (DSME/T) for older adults should be individualized and tailored to the individual's unique medical, cultural, and social situation. Additionally, for older adults, DSME/T may need to account for possible impairments in sensation (vision, hearing), cognition, and functional/physical status. Care partners---family, friends, or other caregivers---should be involved in DSME/T to increase the likelihood of successful self-care behaviors ([@B89]). When communicating with cognitively impaired patients, educators should address the patient by name (even when a caregiver will provide most care), speak in simple terms, use signals (cues) that aid memory (verbal analogies, hands-on experience, demonstrations and models), and utilize strategies such as sequenced visits to build on information. Other tactics include summarizing important points frequently, focusing on one skill at a time, teaching tasks from simple to complex, and providing easy-to-read handouts. Even in the absence of cognitive impairment, educators should consider that many patients may have low health literacy and numeracy skills or may be overwhelmed by the presence of multiple comorbidities.

Physical activity and fitness {#s23}
-----------------------------

Muscle mass and strength decline with age, and these decrements may be exacerbated by diabetes complications, comorbidities, and periods of hospitalization in older adults with diabetes. People with diabetes of longer duration and those with higher A1C have lower muscle strength per unit of muscle mass than BMI- and age-matched people without diabetes and than those whose disease is of shorter duration or under better glycemic control ([@B90]). Although age and diabetes conspire to reduce fitness and strength, physical activity interventions improve functional status in older adults ([@B91]) with and without diabetes. In the Look AHEAD (Action for Health in Diabetes) study, participants aged 65--76 years had lower gains in fitness with the intensive lifestyle intervention than younger patients, but still improved their measures of fitness by a mean of over 15% ([@B92]). In older adults, even light-intensity physical activity is associated with higher self-rated physical health and psychosocial well-being ([@B93]).

Older adults with diabetes who are otherwise healthy and functional should be encouraged to exercise to targets recommended for all adults with diabetes ([@B17]). Even patients with poorer health status benefit from modest increases in physical activity. Tactics to facilitate activity for older adults may include referring to supervised group exercise and community resources such as senior centers, YMCAs, the EnhanceFitness program, and the resources of the Arthritis Foundation.

Age-specific aspects of pharmacotherapy {#s24}
---------------------------------------

Older patients are at increased risk for adverse drug events from most medications due to age-related changes in pharmacokinetics (in particular reduced renal elimination) and pharmacodynamics (increased sensitivity to certain medications) affecting drug disposition. These changes may translate into increased risk for hypoglycemia, the potential need for reduced doses of certain medications, and attention to renal function to minimize side effects ([@B94],[@B95]). The risk for medication-related problems is compounded by the use of complex regimens, high-cost therapies, and polypharmacy or medication burden. Collectively, these factors should be considered and weighed against the expected benefits of a therapy before incorporating it into any therapeutic plan. Attention to the selection of medications with a strong benefit-to-risk ratio is essential to promote efficacy, persistence on therapy, and safety.

### Antihyperglycemic medication use in older adults. {#s25}

Comparative effectiveness studies of medications to treat diabetes in older adult populations are lacking. Type 2 diabetes with onset later in life is characterized by prominent defects in β-cell function, suggesting therapeutic attention to β-cell function and sufficiency of insulin release, as well as the traditional focus on hepatic glucose overproduction and insulin resistance. Understanding the advantages and disadvantages of each antihyperglycemic drug class helps clinicians individualize therapy for patients with type 2 diabetes ([@B96]). Issues particularly relevant to older patients are described for each drug class.

Metformin is often considered the first-line therapy in type 2 diabetes. Its low risk for hypoglycemia may be beneficial in older adults, but gastrointestinal intolerance and weight loss from the drug may be detrimental in frail patients. Despite early concerns, the evidence for an increase in the risk of lactic acidosis with metformin is minimal. The dose should be reduced if estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) is 30--60 mL/min, and the drug should not be used if eGFR is \<30 mL/min ([@B94],[@B97]). Metformin's low cost may be a benefit in those on multiple medications or who are subject to the Medicare Part D "doughnut hole."

Sulfonylureas are also a low-cost class of medications, but the risk of hypoglycemia with these agents may be problematic for older patients. Glyburide has the highest hypoglycemia risk and should not be prescribed for older adults ([@B98]). Glinides are dosed prior to meals, and their short half-life may be useful for postprandial hyperglycemia. They impart a lower risk for hypoglycemia than sulfonylureas, especially in patients who eat irregularly, but their dosing frequency and high cost may be barriers.

α-Glucosidase inhibitors specifically target postprandial hyperglycemia and have low hypoglycemia risk, making them theoretically attractive for older patients. However, gastrointestinal intolerance may be limiting, frequent dosing adds to regimen complexity, and this class of medications is costly. Thiazolidinediones have associated risks of weight gain, edema, heart failure, bone fractures, and possibly bladder cancer, which may argue against their use in older adults. The use of rosiglitazone is now highly restricted. The class has traditionally been expensive, although the approval of generic pioglitazone may reduce its cost.

Dipeptidyl peptidase-4 inhibitors are useful for postprandial hyperglycemia, impart little risk for hypoglycemia, and are well tolerated, suggesting potential benefits for older patients. However, their high cost may be limiting. Glucagon-like peptide-1 agonists also target postprandial hyperglycemia and impart low risk of hypoglycemia, but their associated nausea and weight loss may be problematic in frail older patients. Injection therapy may add to regimen complexity, and its very high cost may be problematic. For some agents, dose reduction is required for renal dysfunction.

Insulin therapy can be used to achieve glycemic goals in selected older adults with type 2 diabetes with similar efficacy and hypoglycemia risk as in younger patients. However, given the heterogeneity of the older adult population, the risk of hypoglycemia must be carefully considered before using an insulin regimen to achieve an aggressive target for hyperglycemia control. A mean A1C of 7% was achieved and maintained for 12 months with either an insulin pump regimen or multiple daily insulin injections in otherwise healthy and functional older adults (mean age 66 years), with low rates of hypoglycemia ([@B99]). The addition of long-acting insulin was similarly effective in achieving A1C goals for older patients with type 2 diabetes (mean age 69 years) in a series of trials with no greater rates of hypoglycemia than in younger patients (mean age 53 years) ([@B100]). However, there are few data on such regimens in people over age 75 years or in older adults with multiple comorbidities and/or limited functional status who were excluded from these trials.

Problems with vision or manual dexterity may be barriers to insulin therapy for some older adults. Pen devices improve ease of use but are more costly than the use of vials and syringes. Hypoglycemia risk (especially nocturnal) is somewhat lower with analog compared with human insulins, but the former are more expensive. Insulin-induced weight gain is a concern for some patients, and the need for more blood glucose monitoring may increase treatment burden.

Other approved therapies for which there is little evidence in older patients include colesevelam, bromocriptine, and pramlintide. An emerging drug class, sodium-glucose cotransporter-2 inhibitors, may require additional study in older adults to assess whether drug-associated genital infections or urinary incontinence is problematic in this population.

### Vulnerability to hypoglycemia. {#s26}

Age appears to affect counter-regulatory responses to hypoglycemia in nondiabetic individuals. During hypoglycemic clamp studies, symptoms begin at higher glucose levels and have greater intensity in younger men (aged 22--26 years), while measures of psychomotor coordination deteriorate earlier and to a greater degree in the older subjects (aged 60--70 years), erasing the usual 10--20 mg/dL plasma glucose difference between subjective awareness of hypoglycemia and onset of cognitive dysfunction ([@B101]). Studies in older individuals with diabetes are limited. One small study compared responses to hypoglycemic clamps in older (mean age 70 years) versus middle-aged (mean age 51 years) people with type 2 diabetes. Hormonal counter-regulatory responses to hypoglycemia did not differ between age-groups, but middle-aged participants had a significant increase in autonomic and neuroglycopenic symptoms at the end of the hypoglycemic period, while older participants did not. Half of the middle-aged participants, but only 1 out of 13 older participants, correctly reported that their blood glucose was low during hypoglycemia ([@B102]).

The prevalence of any hypoglycemia (measured blood glucose below 70 mg/dL) or severe hypoglycemia (requiring third-party assistance) in older populations is not known. In the ACCORD trial, older participants in both glycemic intervention arms had ∼50% higher rates of severe hypoglycemia (hypoglycemia requiring third-party assistance) than participants under age 65 years (M. Miller, personal communication). In a population analysis of Medicaid enrollees treated with insulin or sulfonylureas, the incidence of serious hypoglycemia (defined as that leading to emergency department visit, hospitalization, or death) was approximately 2 per 100 person-years ([@B103]), but clearly studies based on administrative databases miss less catastrophic hypoglycemia.

The risk factors for hypoglycemia in diabetes in general (use of insulin or insulin secretagogues, duration of diabetes, antecedent hypoglycemia, erratic meals, exercise, renal insufficiency) ([@B104]) presumably apply to older patients as well. In the Medicaid study cited above, independent risk factors included hospital discharge within the prior 30 days, advanced age, black race, and use of five or more concomitant medications ([@B103]). Assessment of risk factors for hypoglycemia is an important part of the clinical care of older adults with hypoglycemia. Education of both patient and caregiver on the prevention, detection, and treatment of hypoglycemia is paramount.

### Risks of undertreatment of hyperglycemia. {#s27}

Although attention has rightly been paid to the risks of overtreatment of hyperglycemia in older adults (hypoglycemia, treatment burden, possibly increased mortality), untreated or undertreated hyperglycemia also has risks, even in patients with life expectancy too short to be impacted by the development of chronic complications. Blood glucose levels consistently over the renal threshold for glycosuria (∼180--200 mg/dL, but can vary) increase the risks for dehydration, electrolyte abnormalities, urinary incontinence, dizziness, and falls. Hyperglycemic hyperosmolar syndrome is a particularly severe complication of unrecognized or undertreated hyperglycemia in older adults. Although it is appropriate to relax glycemic targets for older patients with a history of hypoglycemia, a high burden of comorbidities, and limited life expectancy, goals that minimize severe hyperglycemia are indicated for almost all patients.

Life expectancy {#s28}
---------------

A central concept in geriatric diabetes care guidelines is that providers should base decisions regarding treatment targets or interventions on life expectancy ([@B2],[@B17],[@B56],[@B57]). Patients whose life expectancy is limited (e.g., \<5 years, \<10 years) are considered unlikely to benefit from intensive glucose control, for example, whereas those with longer life expectancy may be appropriate candidates for this intervention. An observation supporting this concept is that cumulative event curves for the intensive and conventional glycemic control arms of the UKPDS separated after the 9-year mark.

National Vital Statistics life table estimates of average life expectancy for adults of specific ages, sexes, and races ([@B105]) may not apply to older adults with diabetes, who have shorter life expectancies than the average older adult. Mortality prediction models that account for variables such as comorbidities and functional status can serve as the basis for making more refined life expectancy estimates ([@B106]--[@B108]). Mortality prediction models specific to diabetes exist but were not designed to inform treatment decisions ([@B109],[@B110]). A limitation of existing mortality models is that they can help to rank patients by probability of death, but these probabilities must still be transformed into a life expectancy for a particular older diabetic patient.

Simulation models can help transform mortality prediction into a usable life expectancy. One such model estimated the benefits of lowering A1C from 8.0 to 7.0% for hypothetical older diabetic patients with varying levels of age, comorbidity, and functional status ([@B111]). A combination of multiple comorbid illnesses and functional impairments was a better predictor of limited life expectancy and diminished benefits of intensive glucose control than age alone. This model suggests that life expectancy averages less than 5 years for patients aged 60--64 years with seven additional index points (points due to comorbid conditions and functional impairments), aged 65--69 years with six additional points, aged 70--74 years with five additional points, and aged 75--79 years with four additional points. An example of comorbid illnesses is the diagnosis of cancer, which confers two points, whereas an example of a functional impairment is the inability to bathe oneself, conferring two points.

Shared decision making {#s29}
----------------------

In light of the paucity of data for diabetes care in older adults, treatment decisions are frequently made with considerable uncertainty. Shared decision making has been advocated as an approach to improving the quality of these so-called preference-sensitive medical decisions ([@B112],[@B113]). Key components of the shared decision-making approach are *1*) establishing an ongoing partnership between patient and provider, *2*) information exchange, *3*) deliberation on choices, and *4*) deciding and acting on decisions ([@B114]).

When asked about their health care goals, older diabetic patients focus most on their functional status and independence ([@B115]). A key component of improving communication in the clinical setting may be finding congruence between patient goals and the biomedical goals on which clinicians tend to focus. Discussions eliciting and incorporating patients' preferences regarding treatments and treatment targets may be difficult when patients do not understand the significance of risk factors or the value of risk reduction. Thus, providers must first educate patients and their caregivers about what is known about the role of risk factors in the development of complications and then discuss the possible harms and benefits of interventions to reduce these risk factors.

Equally important is discussing the actual medications that may be needed to achieve treatment goals because patients may have strong preferences about the treatment regimen. In a study of patient preferences regarding diabetes complications and treatments, end-stage complications had the greatest perceived burden on quality of life; however, comprehensive diabetes treatments had significant negative perceived quality-of-life effects, similar to those of intermediate complications ([@B116]). Preferences for each health state varied widely among patients, and this variation was not related to health status ([@B117]), implying that the preferences of an individual patient cannot be assumed to be known based on health status.

Many older adults rely on family members or friends to help them with their treatment decisions or to implement day-to-day treatments. In the case of the older person with cognitive deficits, the family member or friend may in fact be serving as a surrogate decision maker. Prior studies of older cognitively intact patients have shown that surrogate decision makers often report treatment preferences for the patient that have little correlation with the patient's views ([@B118]), highlighting the importance of eliciting patient preferences whenever possible.

Racial and ethnic disparities {#s30}
-----------------------------

Among older adults, African Americans and Hispanics have higher incidence and prevalence of type 2 diabetes than non-Hispanic whites, and those with diagnosed diabetes have worse glycemic control and higher rates of comorbid conditions and complications ([@B119]). The Institute of Medicine found that although health care access and demographic variables account for some racial and ethnic disparities, there are persistent, residual gaps in outcomes attributed to differences in the quality of care received ([@B120]). There is clearly a need for more research into the disparities in diabetes, particularly to understand the full impact of quality improvement programs and culturally tailored interventions among vulnerable older adults with diabetes.

Settings outside the home {#s31}
-------------------------

### Long-term care facilities. {#s32}

Long-term care (LTC) facilities include nursing homes, which provide 24-h nursing care for patients in either residential care or rehabilitative care, and adult family homes where the level of care is not as acute. Diabetes is common in LTC facilities, with an overall diabetes prevalence of 25% (22% in Caucasian and 36% in non-Caucasian residents) ([@B121]). LTC residents with diabetes have more falls ([@B122]), higher rates of CVD and depression, more functional impairment, and more cognitive decline and dependency than residents without diabetes ([@B123]).

The LTC facility resident may have irregular and unpredictable meal consumption, undernutrition, anorexia, and impaired swallowing. Therapeutic diets may inadvertently lead to decreased food intake and contribute to unintentional weight loss and undernutrition. Serving meals that take into account the patient's culture, preferences, personal goals, and abilities may increase quality of life, satisfaction with meals, and nutrition status ([@B124]). Vulnerable older adults, particularly those with cognitive dysfunction, may have impaired thirst sensation, contributing to the risk of volume depletion and hyperglycemic crises. Precipitating situations include illness, institutional settings (LTC or hospital), aversion to drinking water, dysphasia requiring thickened liquids, and some medications ([@B125]). Fluid intake should be encouraged and monitored in an institutional setting.

A major issue in LTC facilities is frequent staff turnover with resultant unfamiliarity with vulnerable residents ([@B126]). There is often inadequate oversight of glycemic control related to infrequent review of glycemic trends, complex and difficult-to-read glucose logs, and lack of specific diabetes treatment algorithms including glycemic parameters for provider notification ([@B127]). Excessive reliance on sliding-scale insulin (SSI) has been documented. One study showed that 83% of residents started on SSI were still treated by SSI alone 6 months later ([@B128]). Evidence-based policies for glycemic control, use of insulin, and treatment of hypoglycemia have the potential to improve the care of residents with diabetes, alleviate some of the burden caused by frequent staff turnover, and even lead to more staff satisfaction.

### Hospitals. {#s33}

Older adults are more apt to require hospitalization than younger adults, and those with diabetes are at very high risk of requiring hospitalization. There is a dearth of studies addressing older adults with diabetes, particularly more frail older adults, in the hospital. Many guidelines that apply to hospitalized adults with hyperglycemia can probably be extrapolated to older adults ([@B129],[@B130]). Current guidelines recommend preprandial glycemic targets of 100--140 mg/dL with maximal random values of 180 mg/dL in the majority of noncritically ill hospitalized patients, provided these targets can be safely achieved with low risk for hypoglycemia. Less stringent glycemic targets may be appropriate for patients with multiple comorbidities and reduced life expectancy---criteria that could be applicable to many hospitalized older adults. However, in general, glucose levels should be maintained at values below 200 mg/dL to minimize symptomatic hyperglycemia with associated fluid and electrolyte abnormalities, renal complications, and risk for infection ([@B129],[@B130]). Studies of glycemic control targets in critically ill patients did include older adults, and therefore the recommendations for insulin infusions and glycemic goals of the ADA ([@B17]) are reasonable for older adults in intensive care units. Other recommendations for all adults, such as avoiding the use of sliding scale--only regimens and noninsulin antihyperglycemic drugs, are also reasonable for hospitalized older adults.

Transitions from hospital to home or to short- or long-term care facilities are times of risk for patients with diabetes, and probably more so for older patients. Older patients on insulin may need to increase or decrease their dose as they recuperate from their acute illness and their diet improves. Delirium (acute decline in cognitive function) is a common complication seen in older adults during and after hospitalization and may require more supervision to avoid errors in dosing. Medication reconciliation, patient and caregiver education, and close communication between inpatient and outpatient care teams, are critically important to ensure patient safety and reduce readmission rates.

What are consensus recommendations for clinicians treating older adults with or at risk for diabetes? {#s34}
=====================================================================================================

Although several organizations have developed guidelines that pertain to older adults and/or those with significant comorbidity, lack of evidence makes it somewhat difficult to provide concrete guidance for clinicians. After review of the available evidence and consideration of issues that might influence treatment decisions in older adults with diabetes, the authors have developed recommendations in a number of areas. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} provides a framework for considering treatment goals for glycemia, blood pressure, and dyslipidemia. This framework is based on the work of Blaum et al. ([@B131]), in which health status, defined by the presence and number of comorbidities or impairments of functional status, leads to the identification of three major classes of older patients: *1*) those who are relatively healthy, *2*) those with complex medical histories where self-care may be difficult, and *3*) those with a very significant comorbid illness and functional impairment. The three classes correspond with increasing levels of mortality risk ([@B131]). The observation that there are three major classes of older diabetic patients is supported by other research ([@B132]). The framework is an attempt to balance the expected time frame of benefit of interventions with anticipated life expectancy. [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} provides additional consensus recommendations beyond goals of treatment of glycemia, blood pressure, and dyslipidemia.

###### 

A framework for considering treatment goals for glycemia, blood pressure, and dyslipidemia in older adults with diabetes
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###### 

Additional consensus recommendations for care of older adults with diabetes
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How can gaps in the evidence best be filled? {#s35}
============================================

The exclusion of older, and especially frail older, participants from most traditional randomized controlled trials of diabetes interventions has left us with large gaps in our knowledge of how best to address diabetes in the age-group with the highest prevalence rates. Future research should allow and account for the complexity and heterogeneity of older adults. Studies will need to include patients with multiple comorbidities, dependent living situations, and geriatric syndromes in order to advance our knowledge about these populations. Beyond broadening the inclusion criteria for randomized controlled trials, we will increasingly need sophisticated observational or comparative effectiveness evidence from "real world" settings and populations. Suggested research questions and topics are listed in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Consensus recommendations for research questions about diabetes in older adults
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